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In the development of flying, medical science has played
a very important though naturally an unobtrusive part
in accordance with the traditions of the profession. It
las helped to solve problems in the selection and train-
ing of aircrew and of air traffic control personnel, the
design of such flying equipment as oxygen systems,
goggles and glasses to counteract glare, intercom-
munication sets to obtain good intelligibility, safety
harness and other suirvival devices, including ejection
seats and parachutes. Medical science has also contri-
buted to the interior design of aircraft to promote andl
conserve efficiency of human performance, in particular
pressurization, the lay-out of flight decks and gun-
turrets, the shape and position of controls, the presen-
tation of instruments to give the best grouping and
siting of the most important of them, and to provide
legible dials, together with suiitable lighting to facilitate
dark adaptation as well as map reading by night. In
addition, it has aided the development of equipment to
prevent blacking-out in acrobatics, of runway lighting
for ease of landing and take-off, and of many other
matters such as the design of aircraft seats to promote
comfort and lessen fatigue, anti-airsickness remedies,
and techniques for disinfecting and disinsecting aircraft.

It is impossible in the space at my disposal to deal
with this vast subject, so I shall give a brief review of
the part played by applied physiology to war in tlle
air, mainly as it concerned the Royal Air Force.
During the first world war the work of Flack,4' 42
Head,52 Birley,'3 and Bazett1' gave us certain selection
tests, which ensured that those who passed were alert
in body and mind, had accurate vision, good muscle
tone, quick reaction time, and a proper sense of balance.
These tests did not predict the individual's aptitude to
learn to fly or his suitability for high-altitude flying or
aerobatics, but they aided in the assessment of general
physical fitness to withstand the stress of flying.

Applied physiology in relation to efficiency in flying
had only really begun when the first world war finished,
and it remained dormant in this country until 1935.
During the ensuing four years, tests were introduced to
assess suitability for particular aircrew duties, the main
ones, which were developed at the R.A.F. Central
Medical Establishment, being for power of co-ordin-
ation,112 cardiovascular stability,88 tolerance of rarefied
atmospheres,74 night visual capacity,57 66 and hearing
efficiency when operating in aircraft"' 33 35 74; this hear-

*A special university lecture in military studies given at the
Uiniversity of London on May 25, 1954.

ing efficiency test was replaced later during the war by
one simulating speech sounds as actually transmitted
through an electrical communication system with a back-
ground noise as encountered in Service aircraft.36 37 The
problems of glare,34 ocular muscle balance,55 and the
design of flying goggles56 and helmet"0 31 32 34 were also
investigated.

Early in 1939 the Secretary of State for Air, on the
instigation of Air Marshal Sir Victor Richardson, then
Director-General of Medical Services, formed the Fly-
ing Personnel Research Committee, under the chair-
manship of Sir Edward Mellanby. As a result, research
was intensified and planned to cover all current medical
problems connected with Service flying. Under the
aegis of this committee a certain amount of fundamental
physiological research was instituted, but, subsequent to
the outbreak of war eight months later, many of the
researches had to be of an ad hoc nature. It is con-
venient to consider these researches in relation to the
main phases of the war-namely, the phony period, the
Battle of Britain, the night raids on London and the
industrial cities, the retaliation by the R.A.F., the great
air offensive in the West, and the air war in the Orient
or the setting of the Rising Sun.

The Phony War
In the phony period from October, 1939, to Spring,

1940, the chief physiological problem which demanded
attention was an adequate oxygen supply for those
engaged in high-altitude reconnaissance when the main
shooting was photographic. Though there was little
fighting during the first eight months of the war, the
Air Force was busy developing the system of photo-
graphic reconnaissance which later proved such a great
factor in its success. In this work it was important to
attain altitudes ever higher than the enemy, in order to
escape detection or interference. This necessitated the
development of an adequate oxygen system. At the out-
break of war the continuouLs-flow system of oxygen
supply in use allowed two-thirds of the gas to go to
waste, and the mask did not fit comfortably with the
flying helmet, goggle, and microphone assembly. Work
carried out in the laboratory by B. H. C. Matthews
and staff,7 and in the field by D. A. H. Robson (who
later lost his life in an experimental flight of one of
the first Boeings used in this country), led to the early
development of an improved oxygen mask and an
economizer, which prevented the oxygen from going to
waste during expiration and was foolproof against
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304 FEB. 5, 1955 PROBLEMS OF FLYING

stoppage of the flow of the gas even if the breathing of
the wearer became minimal, as during shock or uncon-

sciousness (Fig. 1). This improvement in the oxygen
supply more than doubled the operational range of air-
craft from an oxygen point of view. The anoxia meter
devised by E. A. G. Goldie4" 50 was of inestimable value
in assessing the relative merits of different types of
oxygen masks and revolutionized the study of anoxia,
as the amount of oxygen in the blood could be estimated
with this apparatus at any moment and for any length
of time without puncture of an artery as was necessary
hitherto (Fig. 2).
As decompression sickness occurred in some pilots

engaged in reconnaissance at altitudes over 25,000 feet
(7,600 metres), E. A. Carmichael,'7 B. H. C. Matthews,74

IIG.1'-Oxygen econQ.'.zer designed to prevent oxygen going

expiration.

FIG. 2.-Goldie's anoxia meter. The apparatus is lightly clamped
to the ear and the oxygen content of the blood is measured by
means of two photoelectric cells. (Air Ministry Crown copyright.)

and I. de Burgh Daly26 studied this matter and made the
first appreciation of its effects. Later, the staff of the
R.A.F. Physiological Laboratory at Farnborough, work-
ing in liaison with the Royal Canadian Air Force, inten-
sified these researches and, as a result, tests were devised
to select those suitable for high-altitude flying, and
measures were adopted to alleviate or prevent the occur-

rence of decompression sickness.3840'92 9397 119 This
pioneer work materially aided in Bomber Command's
retaliation on the enemy, which began in 1941.
The aircraft used in these reconnaissance flights were

of the single- or two-seater type, had reasonably warm
cabins, and were engaged only on flights of relatively
short duration, so that the effect of cold on the indi-
vidual and his flying equipment was not markedly

noticeable and did not call for research
then.

Work done in connexion with the oxy-

gen supply during this phony period
proved of inestimable value for the
Battle of Britain.

The Battle of Britain
i 3-v- The enemy, having failed to attain victory
: - by force of numbers, tried to circumvent the

-;t air barrier by flying over it. The famous
few had therefore to climb to equal or

i-t; greater altitudes to clav the enemy out of
the sky, which would not have been possible
without an adequate oxygen supply.
At this time two other problems demanded

immediate attention-namely, the temporary
loss of vision or blacking-out which resulted
from high acceleration during dog-fighting,

to waste during which was then the vogue; and fat-iguet edurng consequent on the large number of sorties
that had to be flown without a rest.

Fortunately, in the absence of a centrifuge for the funda-
mental study of blacking-out, a considerable amount of
research in this matter had already been carried out by
W. K. Stewart and G. E. Wattl0 106 107 at Farnborough in
an aircraft specially fitted for use as a flying laboratory. ID
this aircraft a cine-camera was suitably mounted to take
shots of pilot and passenger, so as to record their physical
appearances and visual reactions under various' forces of g,
together with the readings of the various instruments indi-
cating force of g, time for which applied, air speed, and alti-
tude (Fig. 3).

In this way it was proved that abdominal belts per se

were of no use as an anti-g device," 102 but that resist-
ance to blacking-out could be increased by 1 to 2 g if
the rudder-bar pedals of the airc,raft were raised by 6 in.
(15 cm.), and the pilot assumed a crouched position, so as
to lessen the amount of blood that pooled in the legs and
to reduce the differences in the levels between the brain and
the heart (Fig. 4). This minor modification to the aircraft was
readily carried out at the airfields without interfering with
the operational effort-a most important consideration at
a time when every available aircraft had to be in the air or
at the alert. The raising of the blacking-out threshold by
1+ to 2 g proved adequate to prevent blacking-out with
the centrifugal forces encountered in aerobatics at that
period.9' IO

The Battle of Britain was such a critical period that little
or no rest was possible for our pilots in their all-out effort.
Medical aid was sought to give relief from sleeplessness and
fatigue without, if possible, loss of performance.' Several
drugs were tried, but attention was mainly directed to the
use of caffeine1' and amphetamine (" benzedrine ")7 14 10 29 90
115 117; the former was found to stave off fatigue for a short
period without interfering with performance. The popular
belief at the time was that amphetamine was the wonder
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drug to banish fatigue and improve performance-in fact,

some thought it would give them a mental acumen that they

never possessed.
Professor F. C. Bartlett and his co-workers' showed that

amphetamine, though it helped to banish sleep, did not im-

I . ~ 0 ........................._9-SA ... .. .I . I

3A

Fio. 3.-Original blacking-out experiments in a flying laboratory
in Battle aircraft showing cinecamera record of effects of high g
on man. (A) At 8 seconds and a force of 6.2 g: bemnning of
blacking-out. (B) At 18 seconds and a force of 2 g: still blacked
out, but consciousness returning. Dials on left side record per-

formance. (Air Ministry Crown copyright.)

Flo. 4.-N)iagrammatic representation of raising the threshold for
blacking-out by adopting a crouched position with legs raised on
rudder bar to lessen the pooling of blood in the dependent parts

of the body.

prove performance and was mainly a stimulant and acted

as a whip to the flagging horse, so that when its effect passed
off the need for rest was greater than ever. There was the

danger that if it were taken to lessen fatigue prior to a

landing its stimulative effect, something like that of alcohol,
would so warp judgment that undue risk might be taken,
with dire results. The stimulative effect varied according to
the type of individual, and in correct dosage the dull ap-
peared somewhat brighter, the average was perceptibly en-

livened, while the above average who was normally a " live
wire" became " hay-wire " with frayed nerves. Conse-

quently, orders were issued that no drugs were to be given
to aircrew, except by the unit medical officer, and then

only to individuals in accordance with their known reac-

tions, and that as a general rule no drug should be used

except to ward off sleep when the danger of that was
greater than any ill effects of the drug. The importance
and necessity for natural sleep, even for short periods, was

stressed.2

Night Raids by the Enemy

When, in the last quarter of 1940, the enemy changed
tactics from daylight bombing to terror raids at night on

London and the industrial cities, anti-measures by the Air
Force called for intensive research into the problems of

night vision in general, and the protection against search-

light glare, to help our pilots and air gunners to detect the

enemy during interception flights." " Night-vision-capacity
tests were devised to help in the selection of aircrew most

suitable for night operations,59" " and investigations wete

carried out to assess the effects of vitamins A and C and

various drugs on night vision." " At the same time, physio-
logical and psychological aspects of night vision had to

be considered in relation to aids for taking-off and landing
in the dark. This necessitated improved methods of pre-
adapting the eyes for night vision,2' 24 25 first by wearing dark

smoked glasses" to exclude all light, and later by the use

of ruby-red glasses82 which permitted the user to read while

standing by for taking-off.
Cockpit and cabin light-ing were studied to ascertain the

best type and intensity of illumination that could be used

to read instruments and maps wit-hout materially interfering
with dark adaptation.2 22St 93 111 This led to the develop-
ment of a satisfactory lighting system whereby fluorescent
or red lighting '" could be used either together or separ-
ately, and so controlled that the maiimtim permissible
luminosity could not be overstepped. At thi -sme time4

night-vision training schools were estsbished to teach all

members of aircrew how to maintAlfi ghd *hnotdoV their

night vision and how to see or obsd5tSe inlhditig thie value
of oxygen in preserving night visioit.8 otht hiinly
concerned in these researches were.IC. W. Cralk, '"""

and P. C. Livingston.58 5 61 666 PThey f played arn im-

portant part in the development of devises td counteract
searchlight glare" "" and in the lay-Olut of 1irfield lighting
systems to facilitate taking-off and landing in the dark.

Retaliation

Starting in 1941, retaliation bombing by the 1.A.F. be-

came ever stronger, and for this purpoge the range of flight
was increased and operations were batried out At higber
altitudes, partly to permit surprise attadit and partly to

evade anti-aircraft fire. At the same tiffe, bombet aircraft
were provided with more guns for defefce1 Which mCarnt
more draughts through the gun apertutes. litense cold was

therefore experienced by aircrews, particularly tail-gunners.
It was not practicable, owing to operational needs, to install
efficient fuselage heating in the aircraft then in use; the
immediate necessity was to devise clothing that would keep
the aircrews reasonably warm without hampering their
movements." Hot-air suits were tried, but were not a suc-

cess.7 However, as a result of the combined researches of
physiologists and material scientists, special flying clothing,
consisting of electrically heated suits, boots, and gloves, was

devised to apply warmth to those parts of the body most in

FEB. 5, 1955
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306 FEB. 5, 1955 PROBLEMS OF FLYING

need of it; this flying clothing combined lightness and

flexibility to facilitate movement, waterproofness against
rain, and permeability to air to allow for dispersal of
sweat.69 11 72

Another ill-effect of the intense cold encountered was the

freezing-up of the oxygen-mask valve under icing condi-
tions." J. C. Gilson46 tackled this problem and produced
an improved type of mask which did not freeze up at high
altitudes and had the additional qualities of comfort, small-
ness, lightness, and perfect fit even during strenuous aero-
batics. For these long bombing flights it was necessary to
devise a light, portable oxygen set to enable aircrew to move
about away from their stations at altitudes over 15,000 feet
(4,600 metres), especially when loading guns or moving
ammunition.8" Before the introduction of this portable set,
there werc instances of crews collapsing from oxygen want
when away from their normal oxygen points.20 A further
development of this set was the bale-out bottle to be used
either fixed to the person or combined in the parachute pack
to ensure an adequate oxygen supply for 10 minutes to
enable aircrew to escape from aircraft and descend safely
in emergency.83 These oxygen supply devices were intro-
duced mainly as the result of researches by B. H. C.
Matthews and his staff,' and played an important part in
maintaining the efficiency and morale of aircrew on
hazardous missions.

At this time, anti-submarine activities were intensified
and the medical branch was asked to advise on the best
visual means of detecting submarines in various waters.
This involved camouflage problems and the drawing up of
a scheme for teaching aircrew how to look for submarines,
and the best means of scanning.' ' Coupled with this the
optimum period of watch and the maximum period per-
missible to avoid fatigue of such a degree that further watch
was useless had to be a$sessed." 11 Another method of
countering submarine and air attacks on our convoys was
the use of catapult aircraft on merchantmen. These had
often to operate in northern waters, and at the end of the
sortie the pilots had to bale out, as they could not land their
aircraft on the ships. This meant immersion, perhaps in

icy waters, for half an hour

or more, before action was
broken off and they could be
rescued. It was necessary,
therefore, to devise an immer-
sion suit which would permit
adequate perspiration during
standby and still keep the
wearer dry and warm enough
to remain alive while im-
mersed.'16 E. A. Pask" 8' was
mainly instrumental in the de-
velopment of such a suit, the
principle of which was subse-
quently adopted by thc Royal
Navy and the Allied Air
Forces (Fig. 5).

Life-jackets were naturally
provided for aircrew operating
over the Atlantic to escort
convoys, spot enemy sub-
marines, and give defence
against enemy aircraft, but it
was necessary to ascertain
whether these life-jackets
would keep the 'nose and
mouth of an unconscious

FIG. 5.-Original immersion individual above water in a
suit made of fabric which rough sea. To test this,
allows the passage of water E. A. Pask' was aehe-
vapour-i.e., perspiration-

E.A Pak wsanete

but is waterproof. It was tized on two occasions for

designed to keep a man's several hours while im-
clothing dry after ditching mersed in water wearing
before boarding his dinghy
or being Picked up. (Air various types of life-saving
Ministry Crowrn copyright.) Jackets in turn (Fig. 6). It was

found that not only the R.A.F. " Mae West" but also life-

saving jackets of other Air Forces and Navies, though

adequate in giving safe flotation to a fit person, could not be

relied on for an unconscious individual. Following these

researches, suitable modifications were made to the life-

saving jackets to ensure adequate flotation for the uncon-

scious.

These long, hazardous flights over the ocean and enemy

territory were accompanied by considerable fatigue and an

increased ipcidence in nervous breakdown. In connexion

with the latter, C. P. Symonds and D. J. Williams5 made

extensive surveys of the psychological disorders of aircrew,

and their findings enabled authoritative advice to be given

|
g2>..4? ZE ~~~~~~~~W 4;XBM:-l.Y;i-.?:g4.Z;tR.;,-;.1. -...,.A

fio. 6.-Assessing flotatnon properties of Ife-saving jackets to

keep nose and mouth of unconscious individual above water.

Subject was anaesthetized through leads to nose. (Air Ministry
Crown copyright.)

on operational limits to conserve man-power and maintain

efficiency. Researches by physiologists and psychologists
into the problem of flying fatigue pointed the way to lessen
this by properly designed cockpits and cabins, including

seating position, instrument lay-out and dial markings,' light-

ing to preserve dark adaptation, the best position for all
controls so as to obtain the necessary reaction with the
minimum of energy, sound-proofing to minimize engine
noise, and air-conditioning to maintain a reasonable tem-

perature in all climates and at all altitudes.

This work, and subsequent improvements in the aircraft
and flying equipment for maintaining the maximum effi-

ciency of aircrews, proceeded steadily and in parallel with

the increasing striking power of the R.A.F. in preparation
for the great offensive in the West.

The Great Air Offensive in the West

The air offensive on enemy and enemy-occupied territory
was stepped up considerably in 1943, and reached crescendo

in 1944 and 1945. Larger and faster bombers were used,

flying at still higher altitudes, and these offensives were inter-

spersed with low bombing attacks by much faster-flying
aircraft, such as the Mosquito, followed later by the dive-

bombing attacks by the very high speed rocket-carrying
Typhoons. Operations were carried out both by night and

by day, and pin-point bombing became the routine, especi-
ally for the " Pathfinders." The physiologists and psycho-
logists were consulted regarding the design of the bomb-

aiming apparatus, the best colours for target-markers, and

the pattern of the marking.6 10 80

At this time the enemy's anti-aircraft defences were con-

siderably strengthened, and violent evasive action was often

necessary to avoid the heavy flak. The enemy's night
fighters were frequently concentrated to attack our raiders,
so it was essential that both pilot and gunners should have

the clearest vision possible to forestall the fighters' attacks.

Researches by A. Luczak,"' of the Polish Air Force, showed

that a clear-vision panel was the ideal, but, failing this, plate

BMLUH
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glass set as near the vertical as practicable was to be pre-
ferred to " perspex." Goldie" demonstrated how markedly
visibility was reduced by scratches and dirt on windscreens,
and devised an apparatus for measuring the scatter of light
and visual loss which resulted from using dirty perspex and
other transparent screens: this gadget did much to convince
aircrews of the need to maintain clean, unscratched vision
panels.
To facilitate the detection and pin-pointing of targets in

the dark and through cloud or mist, and to assist in homings
under adverse weather conditions, various instrument aids,
visual and auditory, were introduced. Physiologists and
psychologists collaborated in this work, not only in the
laboratory but also in the air in actual operations. The
" beam approach" was a good example, as it concerned
both visual and auditory aids. The pilot relied on the beam
approach device in homing at night or in bad visibility by
day at a time when he was likely to be tired and particularly
apt to make errors. In addition to this apparatus, the pilot
had at least ten instruments on his flying panel which had
to be read and their meaning fitted into a whole before he
could make a safe landing under blind flying conditions. It
was of supreme importance, therefore, that all instruments
should present their messages as simply and clearly as
possible.
The beam approach consisted of a radio beam which

gave two types of clue-one auditory, the other visual.
Originally, these were wrongly presented, as the auditory
clue did not use the nworse letters that could be picked up
with least error; the visual clue, consisting of a small
luminous plan of the aircraft and its relation to the beam,
was confusing, as the pilot had to remember to reverse the
signal for right or left turn when approaching the airfield in
the opposite direction to the normal. Psychological re-
searches by R. C. Browne"' showed that the best presenta-
tion was that which necessitated the least thought, and as
a result correct clues were introduced. the application of
this work to the promotion of safety in flying needs no
stressing.

Stratosphere Flying
Both sides were striving for the key to victory through

mastery in the air, so two projects received high priority-
namely, the development of the pressurized cabin and jet-
propelled aircraft.
The pressurized cabin aircraft was needed for duration

flights at altitudes over 38,000 feet (11,600 metres), and
certain physiological aspects of pressure differentials and
air-conditioning had to be solved.77 An important point
that required early clarification was the
effect that sudden decompression, fol- 'MifQ;4--3:3-f--,0-9-*t
lowing holing by a missile or the blow- .s{*S
ing of a port, would have on the occu- iUN111..

pants. It was thought that such an
accident would lead to so much disten- *,,,=
sion of the lungs as to cause serious
injury or death. R. H. Winfield 118 by A*
personal experiment, demonstrated that
explosive decompression at the differ-
ential pressures visualized caused no l ..
perceptible harm to a fit man provided .
his glottis was open.94"08 Experiments :. --
on animals carried out by Professor
de Burgh Daly and his team at Edim-
burgh University gave similar re-
sults.28 ' To meet the enemy's
challenge for altitude supremacy, it
was necessary to develop some interim
measure, and here Professor H. C.
Bazett"2 and A. P. Gagge,"" of U.S.A.,
with their pressure-breathing waistcoat ;
and mask, respectively, saved the situa-
tion, for this equipment so raised the .

, - ----
i.7 h w hintrapulmonary gas pressure as to FIG. 7. Shows the

maintain sufficient arterial oxygen complht th pan
saturation to enable aircrews to fly (Air Ministry Crown

efficiently at altitudes up to 44,000 feet (13,400 metres).
This was a requirement of the high-altitude photographic
reconnaissance flights, whose work was of the utmost value in
deciding on targets and in assessing the result of operations,

Other physiological problems of stratosphere flying con-
cerned ventilation, oxygen needs, visibility, and methods of
escape in emergency. In connexion with escape descents by
parachute from the stratosphere, physiological aid was
sought as to how to guard against the intense cold (-55' C.
or less), lack of oxygen, and the high forces of deceleration
at the moment of opening of the parachute. Suitable cloth-
ing was designed to protect against cold. The problem of
oxygen lack was studiqd by E. A. Pask, W. K. Stewart, and
S. L. Cowan,'7 who carried out a series of experiments in
the laboratory to ascertain the 'length of time the average
man could live at altitudes between 44,000 and 25,000 feet
(13,400 and 7,600 metres) during a parachute descent,
although unconscious. These volunteers were suspended in
the air by means of the standard parachute harness and
made to breathe nitrogen-air mixtures to simulate the
atmospheric conditions from 44,000 feet (13,400 metres)
downwards at the rate of descent of an open standard para-
chute. It was found that man could remain unconscious for
71 minutes and yet live during such a descent without
additional oxygen: the baleout bottle was therefore de-
signed to give a 10- to 12-minute supply of oxygen to allow
a sufficient margin of safety to cover the oxygen used by
the energy expended in getting out of the aircraft.
Experiments in U.S.A. by R. Lovelace and M. W. Boynton

by personal jumps, and by G. A. Hallenbeck," using large
animals and dummy men fitted with accelerometers, indi-
cated that decelerating forces up to 30 g occurred at altitudes
of 35,000 to 40,000 feet (10,700 to 12,200 metres) if the
parachute opened almost immediately after baling-out, and
this force severely damaged the canopy and its rigging. It
was therefore essential to warn all parachutists to allow
the speed of fall to slow to a steady rate before pulling the
ripcord, and this free-drop time had to be worked out for
various altitudes. In one of these very gallant experiments
Boynton lost his life. B. J. 0. Winfield,"' who personally
made many parachute jumps, added considerably to our
knowledge of this art, and his observations helped in the
design of parachutes and their attachments to the user, and
in establishing the best stance to adopt for landing so as to
minimize injuries.

Physiological Problems of High Speed
The advent of jet-propelled aircraft with speeds approach-

ing that of sound soon raised other physiological problems,

first successful ejection from aircraft in flight of a dummy man
Eollowing a 40-foot-per-second explosive.charge: the airspeed was
achute, seen in lower photos, ozerated automatically after ejection.
l copyright. Photograph of offcial test done on October 1, 1945.)
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an early and very important one being emergency escape
during flight. As a result of a fatality in January, 1944,
when a pilot tried to escape from a jet machine which was
out of control, it was evident that the force of the slip-
stream of high-speed aircraft was so great that the unpro-
tected human body could not withstand the air blast for
more than a fraction of a second, else limbs were fractured
or evulsed against the edge of the escape hatch, the skin
of the face torn, and the lungs over-expanded. Researches
done on the ground with a Martin-Baker test rig, then in
fast-moving aircraft, first with dummies and later with men,
showed that it was practicable to eject a pilot, complete
with seat and parachute, clear of an aircraft travelling up to
speeds of 500 miles (800 km.) an hour (Fig. 7). For safe ejec-
tion, however, it was necessary to devise a canopy to prevent
undue flexion of the head during the upward thrust, to
protect the face and lungs against blast, and to keep the
oxygen mask from being torn off by the force of the slip-
stream.'7 73 In the final design, the pulling down of the
protective canopy automatically activated an explosive
charge under the pilot's seat only when the body of the
canopy reached nipple level, and the resulting force of
ejection ensured that the pilot's hands drew the hood tightly
over his head." 105

While the war in the air was proceeding apace, impo*nt
events were taking place in enemy-occupied territory from
resistance groups with whom we were in touch by agents
dropped by parachute and at times picked up from air.
Owing to the difficulty of landing aircraft for this purpose, a
technique had to be developed to pick up these agents from
the ground while the aircraft was in flight. The physio-
logical and physical problem here was how to accelerate
man from rest on the ground to approximately 120 m.p.h.
(190 km.p.h.) in the air within half a second. W. K. Stewart
and R. H. Winfield10' did most of the physiological work
in connexion with this problem and took part in practising
and perfecting the technique (Fig. 8).

Looking ahead to the landing in Normandy and the
advance to Germany, it was expected that there would be
aerial dog-fights at higher speeds than hitherto, so researches
were done in Britain, Australia, Canada, and the United
States to develop and perfect anti-g garments that could be
rapidly donned and would be comfortable to wear even in
hot weather and during long sorties. The combined efforts of
these researches led to the production of a very light (3 lb.-
1.4 kg.) pneumatic suit or high-waisted trousers fitted with
bladders, so designed as to equalize automatically the internal
pressure built up in the body fluids by the accelerating forces,
thus preventing the blood from pooling in the lower part
of the body (Fig. 9). By wearing such a suit the threshold
for blacking-out was raised by 2 g or more, and, in addition,
by ensuring good circulation of blood to the head, lessened
fatigue and helped to maintain quick reaction time during

long and arduous flights."1 "' Much of the credit for this
work belonged to those pioneers W. R. Franks,'8 of Canada,
and F. S. Cotton," ' of Australia, to S. Davidson," a
medical officer who was test pilot for these anti-g devices, to
W. K. Stewart,"'° 101 104 who acted as a guinea-pig in over
200 black-outs, and to our American Allies, particularly the
Mayo team-E. J. Baldes, C. F. Code, E. H. Lambert, and
E H. Wood&."' The Allied air supremacy was so over-
whelming, how-
ever, that dog-
fights did not

occur, so these

suits were not re-

quired by the3

R.A.F., though

they were used in
large quantities by
the Americans,

chiefly to lessen
fatigue on long
flights under turbu-
lent atmospheric
conditions.

The Air War in...
the Orient

Following the
surrender of Ger-

many in May,

1945, researches in

connexion w it h

physiological prob-

lems peculiar to
the Orient were
intensified for the Fio. 9.-Pneumatic anti-g suit. A:
fi n a I showdown Shows position of abdominal, thigh, and

against the J.aps lower leg bladders as indicated in solidagamnst the Japs. black. The shaded areas are pressurized

Special attention by tension of the fabric. Pressure cuts in
was paid to air- automatically at 2 g. B: Shows how the
conditioning a n d pressure suit is worn under uniform.
cooling of aircraft, (Air Ministry Crown copyright.)
particularly when
on the ground, -to protect against the ill-effects of heat,
and to the development of escape suits and equipment for
survival in the jungle and in warm climates after baling
out or crash-landing. The results of these researches were
not adequately tested in the field, owing to, the abrupt and
dramatic end of hostilities in the East, as a result of atomic
warfare. Nevertheless, much progress was made and sound
foundations were laid for post-war research into problems
of climatology, clothing, and human performance in

temperature extremes.

Line from aircraft travelling at
120 m.p.h.

20 ft. high poles

lfit

FIG. 8.-Initial experiments in pick-up from ground by aircraft in flight at
120 m.p.h. Person to be picked up is crouched facing the oncoming aircraft.
Drag from trailing rope of aircraft catches nylon loop fxed between two poles.

(Air Ministry Crown copyright.)

Post-War Position
Though there was a lull in researches in

connexion with aviation medicine after the

drst world war, it is most heartening to
know that the reverse has been the case
since the end of the second world war.
Such researches have been intensified as
regards both Service and civil aviation, and
the R.A.F. Institute of Aviation Medicine
At Farnborough has had a considerable
increase in staff as well as extension of all
its departments, which are fitted with the
most up-to-date equipment capable of
tackling all current and many future prob-
lems. Researches have been actively pur-
sued into space and pace problems of the
upper troposphere and the stratosphere, anid
of supersonic speeds, as well as into the
noise and vibration associated with jet-
propelled aircraft. Stratosphere investiga-
tions include the effect on man of solar
and cosmic rays, mesons, and neutrons, and
how to protect the body from explosive
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decompression should it occur in pressurized aircraft at
altitudes over 60,000 feet (18,300 m.), where the blood would
boil if some means of compression were not imnmediately
forthcoming.

In addition, the terms of reference of the Flying Personnel
Research Committee were extended in 1948 to cover avia-
tion interests other than the R.A.F. and the Fleet Air Arm.
The Committee's terms of reference are now to advise the
Secretary of State for Air on investigations into the medical
aspects of all matters affecting personnel, particularly those
which might conduce to safety and efficiency in flying, in-
cluding research into problems associated with the scientific
selection and training of flying personnel and into measures
designed to maintain their physiological and psychological
efficiency. In addition, the Committee's terms of reference
include the following: to advise the Board of Admiralty on
these matters in relation to naval aviation; to advise the
Ministry of Civil Aviation and the civil corporations on
problems of flying staff and passengers of civil aircraft; and
to advise the Ministry of Supply on matters in relation to
human requirements in flying. The Committee also advises
the War Office so far as problems of airborne troops are
concerned.

APPRECIATION
This is only a sketchy survey of medical science as applied to

the war in the air, but it gives some idea of the part it played in
helping to win the war. Those concerned in this work deserve
the highest praise for the fine results attained and for the very
gallant way in which many of the researches were carried out
with great risk to life. Special tribute is due to the excellent work
done by physiologists under the guidance of B. H. C. Matthews
at Famborough and to practical psychologists working with
Professor F. C. Bartlett at Cambridge, and to those medical
officers who were also pilots (termed " flying personnel medical
officers") and did liaison duties between aircrews and the labora-
tory, including two who gave their lives in this great endeavour-
Group Captain H. W. Corner and Squadron Leader D. A. H.
Robson. These results, however, could not 'have been attained
without the whole-hearted co-operation and pooling of knowledge
that existed between biological and material scientists, aircraft
designers, and the executive and medical branches of the Allied
Air Forces.
The Royal Air Force is greatly indebted to the foresight of Sir

Edward Mellanby and Sir Victor Richardson for conceiving and
initiating the formation of the Flying Personnel Research Com-
mittee, whose activitles have proved so valuable in the progress
of aviation medicine. Thanks are also due to the Medical Re-
search Council for the help given in certain problems by many of
their staff.
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Lady Derby opened a new centre for spastic children at
Stockport on January 5, "The Heaton Moor Clinic." It
will provide physiotherapy, speech therapy, and other treat-
ment and training for 14 local spastic children.
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